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About:

My name is Nick Coray. Iʼm an industrial designer who studied
Design For Industry (DFI) at Northumbria University.
I have always had a passion for design, with design being the
biggest influence in my life. This has lead to a keen interest in
new ideas in areas such as Renewable energy, mobility and
materials, Space travel and rapidly evolving technologies. Iʼm
always looking for the next big step in the designing process,
such as using new technologies or processes, and Iʼm always
striving to develop my skills and improve my abilities.

Contact:
Info@nickcoray.com

Web:
www.nickcoray.com

Linked In:
www.linkedin.com/in/nick-coray/

Instagram:
@NCorayDesign

MOBILE:
+44 7784694830
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About:
Software Skills:

Collaborations:

NDA work

NDA work

NDA work

Recent Awards:

Awarded the Northumbria
University Rutherford
Scholarship.
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Software used: Fusion 360

Monitor Audio C.M.F Research
For the newly released Roksan Attessa turntable,
Monitor Audio asked me to come up with a range
of concepts by sourcing different finishes and
materials, this also has a focus on sustainability
with Terrazzo ocean plastic patterns being
utilised.
www.
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2019 | Northumbria Uni | DFI Year: 2
Software used: Fusion 360 + Adobe Dimension

Colour

Material

Finish

A mixture of solid colour and Terrazo patterns
were very popular while the research pointed to
the use recycled ocean plastics.

Researching alternative materials:
Recycled plastics where a key part of this project,
specifically recycled ocean plastics. Rubber and
cork were also explored.

Different finishes were explored with glossy, matt
and textured finishes. Cork was especially explored
as it is a sustainable material which gives a textural
finish with a connection to nature.

Research
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Without the Waste

Reusable Tablet Dispenser
This tablet dispenser is designed to store everyday
medication such as paracetamol and reduce the
amount of waste that traditional blister packs
produce.
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Software used: Fusion 360 + Adobe Dimension
Top Lid

Problem

Insight

65% of adults use medicines from blister packs at
least once a week.

Between 60-90% of blister packs are capable of
being recycled.

UK survey conducted by 3Gem in March 2020.

Seaweed can play a key role in alternative
packaging

Tablet release
clasp
Tablet release
Button

Silica-gel can be utilised to absorb moisture and
protect tablets

Seaweed tablet
tube

Silica-gel pack

Solution

Opportunity

Using disposable and reusable packaging. The
disposable part can be made from compostable
seaweed. The reusable part can be made from
recycled plastics. To keep the tablets moisture
free, Silica gel can be utilised to absorb moisture
and protect the tablets.

By reducing materials needed to produce
disposable packaging and use reusable
packaging instead, this means there is less
waste.
Bottom Lid

Page: 4
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The compostable tube keeps the appropriate amount of tablets together. Its seaweed construction
allows it to have a plastic like structure to prevent moisture from entering while allowing the container
to be composted after its use.

N.Coray Portfolio
The reusable container holds the compostable tube to maintain tablet shelf life, this is done by using
silica gel to absorb any moisture that gets into the container. The dispenser has an easy to use button
to release the tablets.
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Shark
All In One Vacuum
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This was a very open brief from Shark | Ninja. we were asked to
design a Shark branded vacuum that was inspired by the pandemic
lockdown. My research found with more people in the homes and
with families getting pets during lockdown this would lead to more
dirt. I also found that people are getting autonomous vacuums to
keep on top of pet hair, however they needed to get a second
vacuum for main cleans. I designed an all in one vacuum which is
an autonomous robot vacuum and a conventional stick vacuum all

>
The Dog drops hair

The robot un-docks for
the daily clean

>

>

>
The robot cleans up all of
the dog hair

Once complete, the robot
docks with the charger

>
The robot offloads the
waste into the charge
tower bin

The robot begins to
charge ready for using
again
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Renewables

I decided to develop a range of renewable products which were designed to integrate into
everyday life, including street furniture and new takes on solar and wind power. All had the
ultimate goal of being able to generate as much electricity as possible in an aesthetically pleasing
and practical way. The designs also included solutions to future travel dilemmas such as
hyperloop, turning wind turbines into tourist attractions and EV charge point ideas.
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0 5 3D Printing
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3D printing not only helps me with designing, but also helps
me expand my horizons on manufacturing techniques and
design techniques. Because 3D printing can create more
complicated and hard to manufacture shapes, I have
experimented with creating interesting new products that
can only be 3D printed. This is a selection of 3 projects that I
have worked on which include a wide range of design skills.
www.ni
nicckkccoorraayy. .ccoom/
m/pprri nti
o j eng
c t4 -y 4

The Lightsaber
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Why

The process

The Final product

Many Lightsaber props cost a high amount, even
some of the DIY ones which require assembly cost
over £100 and the majority of components cannot be
swapped into other hilt designs. I decided to design a
range of close to movie accurate lightsaber props
which can be 3D printed and have an interchangeable
core meaning the most expensive component can be
reused in other hilt designs.

I downloaded designs of some of my favourite
lightsaber designs and modified them to be as movie
accurate as I could and allow for the electronics. I 3D
printed all the components and used a custom-made
soundboard (golden harvest V3) and I also designed
and made my own custom PCB’s for connecting the
blade to the soundboard.

This led to a range of lightsaber designs which are
durable for duelling, have movie-accurate sound and
lighting effects as well as close to movie-accurate hilt
designs. I have made 6 lightsaber designs so far and
have learnt a lot about programming LED & sound
effects, soldering & designing PCP's as well as
expanding my 3D printing & painting skills.

Charge Stand
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Why

The Process

The Solution

While looking for a charge stand for my phone and
watch, I saw that many of them were overpriced and
used built-in cabling meaning that if the standards
change for chargers, the old ones cannot be swapped
out for new ones. I decided to design and 3D print my
own design which allowed for the chargers to be
removed and replaced if needed.

Through designing the charging stand, I modelled the
chargers and devices in Fusion 360 and then 3D
modelled a range of charger designs until I settles on
one design. Then through trial and error, I refined the
design so it could be 3D printed with minimal support
structure while retaining increased strength.

The final design worked really well with a ridged
structure and using the right material gives a nice
finish. The design holds the phone and watch at an
angle which gives a floating appearance but also
means that the devices are front and centre.

Retro Switch
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Why

The Process

The Solution

Retro consoles are having a resurgence. With the
popularity of the Nintendo Switch and Steam Deck
people are looking more to portable consoles for
convenience and portability. You can now get many
android devices which are similar in design to the
Nintendo Switch with controllers either side of the
screen, however these are still very expensive and
contain many components that cannot be replaced. I
decided to design my own handheld console.

The 2 designs that I have come up with work in
different ways.
The Eco version is focused on recycling old phones,
using an android phone, as long as the motherboard
and USB still function, the phone can be installed in
the case which gives it a new leace of life with a new
screen, game controllers, battery etc. Custom
firmware also gives a more refined gaming experience.
The Hobbyist version is the same as the Eco case
except it uses a Raspberry Pi which opens up the
console to more customisations, more retro
emulations as well as easy upgradability.

The final design worked out really well, the design
that I focused on was the Raspberry Pi version which I
made a functioning prototype to demonstrate the
Idea. The Android version also works with the
raspberry pi case with an attachable back for the
phone to connect to meaning both systems could be
utilized. In the future it would be great to see this
idea taken to the next level with a handheld console
with system cartridges, these would contain a mini
motherboard containing the OS and info for a specific
brand i.e. Nintendo, Xbox, Playstation cartridges using
the one handheld device.
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0 6 FMP: Home Hub 3D
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For my Final Major Project, I designed a vision for the future
of 3D printing. I looked at how decentralised manufacturing
will change the way products are made and how peoples’
relationships with products will change. This is represented
through a 3D printer which would be capable of printing
over 40% of hand-held and Portable household items.
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The Design Aim

I aimed to combine the style of Mid-Century Avalon
Furniture (which I researched in my design report)
with current design trends from companies such as
Ercol. This is because most design trends often have a
resurgence roughly every 20-30 years meaning in
20-30 years the current design used will be
considered a popular vintage piece.

The Concept:

Why a piece of furniture

Decentralised manufacturing?

All research points to 3D printers being commonplace
in the home, instead of designing a printer that sits in
an office or looks obvious, I decided to design a
printer that discretely blends into the home and is
only obvious when in use. This would increase
peoples attachment to the printer as it becomes more
of a personal possession rather than just a printer.

All research pointed to decentralised manufacturing.
Industry experts are all saying decentralised
manufacturing will be the future of manufacturing to
localise shipping as well as reduce reliance on limited
locations. This would also give hyper customisability
to products as no retooling would be needed.
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Development
Developing the design, I have explored different designs to house the printer machinery and was drawn to
how vintage record players were housed with dedicated cabinets. I have tried to bring this back with my
design but with a modern edge. The cabinet design would be something that can evolve with changing
design trends over time meaning it can be adapted to work in most homes.
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Technology
To make sure the project doesn’t become too
engineering focused, I decided to use current 3D
printing technology in the representation of my
design. I have, however, added some of the most
cutting-edge parts of 3D printing which is still in its
infancy, this can be found in things such as the
filament cartridges, which like an inkjet printer, would
be able to mix materials together to create custom
alloys with desirable material properties (such as
wood filaments which can’t catch fire).

Key Aspects:

Stlye
The cabinet design is inspired by Scandinavian and
modernism design movements. I took inspiration
from vintage record players from the 1920s and
reimagined them in the style of a modern
Scandinavian piece of furniture. I believe this is one
of the best ways to package a 3D printer as it blends
into the home and is inviting to people who wish to
interact with it. By combining technology and
furniture, it’s also begins to bring back the design
ethos of hidden technology.

Interactions
Interaction is a key part of the 3D Printer, it is what
defines it’s usability. I decided to design the printer
with an easy to use interface which translates across
many different platforms including mobile, computer
and television. This means that the user would have a
consistent experience When it comes to interacting
with a 3D printer. I also designed the physical cabinet
to have lots of touch points and interactive elements
such as the reveal door which allows you to retrieve
your prints in an easy ergonomic fashion.
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The Design
The Final design uses only necessary space to function, housing and protecting the
printer components. The cabinet would help bring 3D printing into peoples homes by
making it appear less daunting to people with no experience using a 3D printer.
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Economy is key
To make sure the printer design is sound. I researched the global impact 3D Printer
such as this could have our every day lives. Because of this, I looked at how current
economic trends could change and grow with the use of 3-D printing. Growing the
economy through means such as a print store (similar to Amazon or the App Store)
could be used as a new form of income from small individuals to large companies.
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